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Wordcloud poll

What is the most important issue to discuss
today?
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Multiple-choice poll

Regarding Grid Modernization, to achieve
Greater Boston's climate, health & equity goals,
a critical obstacle to collectively overcome in 12
months is _________.

0 5 7

"To identify critical infrastructure needs and shortfalls that will
support a future, green economy." - Flavio Leo, MassPort

0 %

"Building trust & understanding with customers & communities to
enable meaningful collaborations & real engagement to deliver an
electrification-based energy transition, equitably & affordably." -
Melissa Lavinson, National Grid

49 %

"The absence of public health and equity as a design, evaluation,
and decision-making criteria for all energy projects." - Jonathan
Buonocore, Boston University Department of Environmental
Health

51 %



Wordcloud poll

Are you willing to join the Boston 23Q3 Task
Force? If yes, please write your name.
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Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/5)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)
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Wordcloud poll

Post Event Survey (2/5)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?
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Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.

0 0 6

N/A

Well organized and well hosted

event set up to drive dialogue

toward real progress in grid

moderation. Bernward Hay

Platforms like AEG summits

promote wider understanding of

community stakeholders and

diverse perspectives when

considering critical energy

infrastructure improvements. K.

Ciriello

AEG has taken hold in Boston.

Watching the discussion and

appreciating the quality of the

participants was gratifying. Brad

Swing

A rare opportunity for me to interact

with people in the energy industry.

Great context, speakers and

coordination



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/5)

Any suggestions?
0 0 5

N/A

As wide as possible community

representation at discussions

probably could order less food at

these events to reduce waste

..

Cut down on time



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (5/5)

What guidance do you have for the Task Force
to achieve its first 90 day milestone: "M1:
Identify trusted community organizations and
potential business partners."

0 0 4

Set up a slack channel so we can all

participate.

Consider long term implications (ie

health benefits, community

ownership stake, lower rates) when

engaging with impacted community

..

Learn about the goals that the

partners you are looking to

work with and see if they align with

what you want.


